
Alabama Volunteers consists of three brigades 
which are based on regions. Where you live will 
determine which brigade you will be a part of 
when you join The Alabama Volunteers. Once 
you join the brigade you will be assigned to a 
battalion which will also be based on your county 
of residence.

FIRST BRIGADE

SECOND BRIGADE

THIRD BRIGADE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT OUR 
STATEWIDE RECRUITER VIA EMAIL AT

drvrcop2@aol.com
OR YOU MAY GET IN TOUCH WITH

THE ALABAMA VOLUNTEER
LISTED BELOW...

WE ARE LOOKING FOR

VOLUNTEERS WILLING

TO ANSWER THE CALL
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS WE ARE THE1. Who can join the Alabama Volunteers? 
U.S. citizens of any race, religion, or sex ages of 19 and up.  
Prior military experience is welcome but not a requirement.

2. Where will I serve?
You will serve at a location in your area. Except in special 
instances, the Alabama Volunteers can never be ordered to  
duty outside the state of Alabama.

3. Can I get credit for civilian experience?
In most cases, YES! Urgently needed skills may result in a 
higher rank determination on joining. Recruits with no military 
experience may qualify for commissioned or non-commissioned 
rank, based on education and civilian experience.

4. Do I have to supply anything?
Personnel supply their own uniforms and equipment.

5. Do the Alabama Volunteers offer training?
Yes. We train in disaster relief and emergency management.

6. What uniform will I wear?
The duty uniform for members of the Alabama Volunteers 
is the Army ACU with ACU cap.

7. Will I be allowed to carry a weapon?
Currently, the Alabama Volunteers is not a “tactical” or armed, 
war fighting, or peacekeeping organization. Members are 
prohibited from carrying weapons while wearing the uniform.

8. Can people who live outside Alabama join?
Absolutely!!  We welcome anyone who has the desire to help 
during times of distress.

9. Is a degree required to join?
No!  High School graduates (or GED) are encouraged to join.

10. I’m interested but I have a  
misdemeanor on my record.

We will consider ANYONE who does not have a felony 
conviction.

11. How often would I have to be available
during OTHER than actual emergencies?

We meet monthly to train normally for five hours on a Saturday.

12. Does the ALVOL do other things during 
the time when a disaster is not occurring?

Yes, we train one day a month, lay wreaths on grave sites, help 
with the distribution of “Toys 4 Tots” during Christmas holiday, 
attend Flag Raising Ceremonies throughout the State and man 
relief shelters, perform parking lot security, go to search and 
rescue missions, man recruiting booths, and attend Flag Raising 
Ceremonies.

ABOUT ALVOL 
The Alabama Volunteers (ALVOL) is 

allowed by the Constitution of Alabama, The 
Code of Alabama and  Executive Order. 

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to provide an organized, 

trained, disciplined, rapid response volunteer 
force to assist state and local government 
agencies (and civil relief organizations) as 
a force multiplier in impending or actual 
emergencies to assure the welfare and safety 
of the citizens of Alabama.

We are always looking for exceptional 
men and women to become part of Alabama 
Volunteers. Our members often are former 
military personnel who are looking for an 
opportunity to continue serving in uniform. 
However,  prior military experience is not 
a requirement for membership and a good 
number of our members are professionals 

from career fields like medicine, finance, marketing 
and law. We also accept young people who are still 
trying to decide what their career path looks like. 

WE HOPE YOU WILL
CONSIDER JOINING US TODAY!

THIS
SPOT

RESERVED
FOR YOU


